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My name is Mac Brennan, and in order to save my family, I made a deal with a devil. Now, that

demon has come to collect his due. If I want to get back to my family, Iâ€™ll have to pull off one last

job. It sounds simple enough. Save a kidnapped girl from the demon who runs New York City. Iâ€™ll

be honest, I sort of agreed at rescue a kidnapped kid because Iâ€™ll be damned if I let some poor

girl get taken from her family when I have the power to save her. My name is Mac Brennan, and

apparently, Iâ€™m a sucker who risks his life to save children.
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A rousing jaunt through hellish landscapes and a former lover conspire to make Mac's day go from

bad to are-you-freaking-kidding-me?We find out a bit of Mac's past and find out about the cat

demon who claimed him.Awesome read and I can't wait for the next one!

I have now read all the Thrice Cursed Mage Novels and they are all excellent ! Packed full of action

and sarcastic humor( my favorite kind ) and " on the edge of your seat " adventure !You can not go



wrong with this series !

Okay this is a seriously excellent series of books. It will grab you by the throat and pull you into Mac

Brennon s world. The entire series are page turners like Saturday matinees but with adult humour,

pop culture references and smartass remarks. If you're looking for books to lose yourself in, look no

further! I have no idea how Mac and Rickki will get past this cliff hanger but I'm looking forward to

the next installment.

I am thoroughly enjoying this series. But as it progress, I have to admit some frustration that each

book simply ends with the equivalent of a "to be continued". It's a little jarring considering the quality

of the author's writing. Keep up the good work Mr. Cipriano.

Seized: An Urban Fantasy Novel (The Thrice Cursed Mage Book 4) by J.A. Cipriano continues

where Burned, Book 3 stopped. Mac Brennan still needs to save his family. He made a deal with a

devil and now the devil is ready to collect. He needs to do one final job. I gave it four stars.He's

working with a different crew: Vitaly, a Russian werebear shifter, Jenna, a mercenary who knew him

before but he doesn't remember and Wendy who has a snark-talking puppet. They're headed for

Hell and they manage to arrive there.Link to purchase: Seized: An Urban Fantasy Novel (The Thrice

Cursed Mage Book 4)

Absolutely loved this book! It is fast paced, lots of action, with the snarky wit that is Mac Brennan's

trademark. Nuns with guns? Check! Badass demons? Check? Mac trying to do what's right even

though he has no memory? Check! Add in a possible old love interest that "may" be able to fill in his

memory if he can admit to her that he doesn't remember. My only complaint is now having to wait

for the next book to see what happens next. I did receive a copy free in exchange for an honest

opinion.

Seriously crazy action packed roller coaster of a book. Mac meets someone from his past that

causes more than one problem while trying to deal with Vassago calling in on his favor. This

involves fighting new demons and demon gun touting nuns. I love the crew in this book. They each

have their own version of crazy but the dynamic between the characters is awesome. You really

should read the other books first to understand everything that is referenced.



If you are looking for adventure, some wicked characters, funny monologue (there is bad language)

and an all around good time you gotta read this series. Each book seems to be a standalone book

but it's best to read in order to get the full back story on Mac the main character. He certainly leads

a charmed or is it cursed life with all the messes he gets himself into. Can't wait for the next book, I

could read about him forever.
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